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Abstract

To maintain profitability, many companies consider effective customer relationship management
(CRM) to be one of the critical factors for success. The central objective of CRM is to maximize the
lifetime value of a customer to a company and find positive customers. One of the methods that help
this is sequential pattern mining. Sequential pattern mining is to discover all sub-sequences that are
frequent. The classical sequential pattern mining algorithms do not allow processing of numerical
data and require preprocessing of these data into a binary representation, which necessarily leads
to a loss of information. Fuzzy sets are used to overcome this problem. In present fuzzy sequential
pattern mining algorithms, there isn’t any matter of itemset time and sequences are only found
based on sequence of happening. In this paper, a novel algorithm about fuzzy sequential pattern
mining is proposed with the time-gap constraints confine the time interval between two adjacent
elements to a reasonable period while the sliding time window constraint permits elements of a pat-
tern to span a set of transactions within a user-specified window and a fuzzy membership function is
considered. Therefore, loss of useful sequences is prevented in the search process. The proposed algo-
rithm searches for a goal sequence within the defined fuzzy sliding window and fuzzy gap functions.
c©2016 All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

It has been well recognized that mining in temporal databases is an important data-mining task.
Many approaches to temporal data mining have been proposed to extract information, such as time
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series analysis [1, 9, 23, 27], temporal association rules mining [4, 24, 25] and sequential pattern
discovery [1, 29, 30]. Among them, sequential pattern mining is one of the most well-known methods
and has broad applications (see [16, 32, 41] for an overview), including web-log analysis, customer
purchase behavior analysis, process analysis of scientific experiments, and medical record analysis
[31, 33, 34]. Sequential pattern mining was proposed by Agrawal and Srikant [2] and it can be defined
as “Given a set of sequences, where each sequence consists of a list of elements and each element
consists of a set of items and given a user-specified min-support threshold, sequential pattern mining
is to find all frequent subsequences, i.e., the subsequences whose occurrence frequency in the set of
sequences is no less than min-support.” Sequential pattern mining is similar to deriving association
rules; the greatest difference between them is that a pattern in the association rule is an unordered
set of items and sequential pattern mining discusses the relationship between items and the effect
of temporal sequence in the transaction database. For mining sequential patterns, many efficient
and useful approaches have been developed at a single level. For instance, Agrawal and Srikant
[2] proposed the AprioriSome and AprioriAll algorithms to mine sequential patterns from a set of
transactions, briefly; AprioriAll is a three-phase algorithm. First all itemsets with minimum support
(frequent itemsets) are found, then it transforms the database so that each transaction is replaced by
the set of all frequent itemsets contained in the transaction and finds sequential patterns. Pei et al.
[28] proposed PrefixSpan, a pattern-growth method that employed the prefix-projection in sequential
pattern mining. PrefixSpan is also capable of dealing very large database. To make the database for
next pass much smaller and consequently make the algorithm speedier, PrefixSpan mainly employs
the method of database projection; also in PrefixSpan there is no need for candidates’ generation
only recursively project the database according to their prefix.

A family of regular expression based algorithms that can satisfy user-specified regular expressions
were presented by Garofalakis et al. [13] and [14]. A mining method, called SPADE [40], decomposed
the original problem into smaller subproblems such that it can efficiently discover sequential patterns
by using lattice search techniques and simple join operations. Also Han et al. [17] proposed an
efficient algorithm to mine the desired number of frequent closed patterns.

When mining a large database, there can be many sequential patterns. More often a user may
want some specific subset of sequential patterns instead of all patterns. The constrained sequential
pattern mining techniques were used to solve this application requirement [12].

Although efficient algorithms have been proposed, mining a large amount of sequential patterns
from large sequence databases is inherently a computationally expensive task. If we can focus on
only those sequential patterns of interest to users, we may be able to avoid a lot of computation cost
caused by those uninteresting patterns. This opens a new opportunity for performance improvement.
For improving the efficiency of sequential pattern mining by focusing only on interesting patterns,
constraints are necessary in many data mining applications. In the background of constraint-based
sequential pattern mining, Srikant and Agrawal generalized the scope of sequential pattern mining
to include time constraints, sliding time windows and user-defined taxonomy [29]. Mining frequent
episodes can also be viewed as a constrained mining problem studied by Mannila et al. [26], since
episodes are essentially constraints on events in the form of acyclic graphs in a sequence of events.
Garofalakis et al. proposed regular expressions as constraints for sequential pattern mining and
developed a family of SPIRIT algorithms; members in the family achieve various Degrees of constraint
enforcement. The algorithms use relaxed constraints with nice properties (like anti-monotonicity)
to filter out some unpromising patterns/candidates in their early stage [13]. Pei et al. proposed a
systematic category of constraints and the pattern-growth methods to tackle the constraints [18].
Most of the conventional data mining algorithms for mining sequential patterns can identify the
relation between transactions with binary values. However commonly temporal transactions with
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quantitative values are seen in real-world applications. The fuzzy theory is a trend for dealing
with the problem of sharp boundary. Hong et al. [19] put together the fuzzy set concepts and the
AprioriAll algorithm. It first transforms quantitative values in transactions into linguistic terms,
then filters them to find sequential patterns by modifying the AprioriAll mining algorithm. Thus,
the next quantitative transactions of a customer can be predicted according to his/her previous
transactions. Afterward, Hong et al. [7] extended the above fuzzy AprioriAll to able to handle multi-
item transactions. However, the main inadequacy of fuzzy AprioriAll is that the way to determine the
fuzzy membership function is not explained. The user has to determine them himself/ herself. Chen
et al. [21] proposed a fuzzy grids-based sequential patterns mining algorithm to generate all fuzzy
sequential patterns from relational database. In this method, each quantitative attribute is viewed
as a linguistic variable and can be divided into many candidate 1-dim fuzzy grids. It consists of two
phases: (1) generate all large fuzzy grids and (2) generate all fuzzy sequential patterns. Kaya and
Alhaji [6] have proposed a novel multi-objective Genetic Algorithm (GA-based) optimization method
for optimizing quantitative sequential patterns. The objective measures are support, confidence and
a parameter related to the total number of fuzzy sets in the sequence. To discover fuzzy time-interval
sequential patterns from databases Yen-Liang and Chen used the concept of fuzzy sets. Two efficient
algorithms, the fuzzy time interval (FT-AprioriI) algorithm and the FTI-PrefixSpan algorithm, are
developed for mining fuzzy time-interval sequential patterns. The main idea is to utilize the Apriori-
like method to find the candidate sequential patterns. The large sequential patterns are found by
checking support of each candidate sequential pattern. When the length of sequential patterns is
larger than or equal to two, define the fuzzy number to each time. In this simulation results, the
second algorithm outperforms the first one, not only in computing time but also in scalability with
respect to various parameters [3]. Also Sandra Bringay used sequential patterns with fuzzy gaps to
provide the biologists with more precise sequences [5]. The concept of gap used in her paper doesn’t
relate to time and it is related to the differences between genes.

An important contribution to support the fuzzy ranges of time interval of sequential patterns is
the new sequential pattern mining algorithm with fuzzy time intervals (SPFTI) proposed by Chung-
I Chang. This algorithm used hierarchical clustering technique and represents the time interval
between itemsets as several trapezoid fuzzy numbers. This approach shows not only the order of
successive itemsets, but also the fuzzy ranges of time intervals, which is a more flexible way than
the FTI-Apriori algorithms. In addition, fuzzy sequential patterns can be used to mine additional
knowledge so giving more information than sequential patterns [20]. A novel change mining model
was proposed to detect the change in fuzzy time-interval sequential patterns called MineFuzzChange.
brick-and-mortar transactional dataset collected from a retail chain in Taiwan and a B2C EC dataset,
experiments are carried out to appraise the proposed model. Also the model helps managers to un-
derstand the changing behaviors of their customers and to formulate timely marketing and inventory
strategies [15].

Guil et al. extended the algorithm introducing a fuzzy set-based technique into more expressive
and flexible mining process. The proposed solution consists of the inclusion of a reference fuzzy set in
the counting method. Moreover, the algorithm allows setting a user-defined parameter, which defines
the granularity of the temporal dimension. They have carried out a series of experiments to show
how TSET fuzzy-Miner algorithm behaves with both, synthetic and real-life datasets [22]. Lan et al.
[8] introduced a new fuzzy utility measure with the fuzzy minimum operator to evaluate the fuzzy
utilities of itemsets. Besides, an effective fuzzy utility upper-bound model based on the proposed
measure was designed to provide the downward-closure property in fuzzy sets, thus reducing the
search space of finding high fuzzy utility itemsets.

Cheng proposed a novel model to discover an FQSP with both multiple minimum supports and
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adjustable membership functions. Experiments using synthetic and real datasets demonstrated the
computational efficiency, scalability and effectiveness of the model [35].

Also in [36] was worked on fuzzy constrained sequential pattern mining. Six novel algorithms
are proposed. In these algorithms in addition to fuzzifying quantity of items, the fuzzy membership
functions are considered for sliding window constraint and time gap constraint. Therefore not only
we will be able to process quantitative data but also prevent from deleting efficient sequences that
occurred in crisp sequential pattern algorithms and generate relevant patterns based on the defined
time constraints. One of the algorithms is proposed in [37] which a pattern will be found if the
fuzzy membership of every item in itemsets is greater equal than zero and sliding window constraint
was considered. Since the time span of buying is important for pattern, another algorithm would
be proposed in [38] used time gap constraint in addition to sliding window constraint. After that
in [39] more complete algorithm was proposed in which pattern would be found with the best fuzzy
membership and searching is done for the entire database. Further in [10] was worked on one of
a fuzzy sequential pattern algorithm to mine fuzzy sequential patterns from the Blood Transfusion
Service Center data set.

As said, a lot of works have been done in sequential pattern mining and some other works consider
constraints to users are allowed to specify their focus in the mining process through various time
constraints and then relevant patterns are generated. Researchers have recognized that frequency is
not the best measure to use in determining the significance of a pattern in many applications. Because
of the importance of time constraint in sequential pattern mining approach and the capability of
fuzzy sequential pattern in quantitative data, the combination of these two approaches are taken
into account. A novel algorithm is proposed and described in Subsection 5.1. In this algorithm in
addition to fuzzify quantity of items, a fuzzy membership function is considered for sliding window
and time gap constraints. Also for showing the efficiency of the novel algorithm, two different
algorithms are compared with it described in Subsection 6.1.

2. Sequential Pattern Mining

Definition 2.1. Sequential pattern is a sequence of itemsets that frequently occurred in a specific
order and all items in the same itemsets are supposed to have the same transaction time value or
within a time gap. Usually all the transactions of a customer are together viewed as a sequence, usu-
ally called customer-sequence, where each transaction is represented as an itemsets in that sequence
and all the transactions are listed in a certain order with regard to the transaction-time.

Definition 2.2. Let D be a database of customer transactions, I = I1, I2, · · · , Im be a set of dis-
tinct attributes called items, T be a transaction that includes customer-id, transaction-time, item-
purchased, si be an itemset, which contains a set of items from I and S be a sequence that consists
of an ordered list of item sets < s1, s2, · · · , sn >. No customer has more than one transaction with
the same transaction-time.

Example 2.3. If a customer c1 purchases products 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 called items according to the
sequence < (1)(2, 3)(4)(5) >, then all items of the sequence were bought separately, except products
2 and 3 which were purchased at the same time. Also product 2 and 3 called itemsets. Suppose
product 1 was bought in 20 Apr. and products 2 and 3 were bought in 16 May and respectively
products 4 and 5 were bought in 14 Jul. and 15 Aug., a transaction T is shown in Table 1.
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Table 1: An example of transaction

costumer Transaction product Date
1 1 20 Apr
2 2, 3 16 May

C 1 3 4 14 Jul
4 5 15 Aug

Definition 2.4. Contain: a sequence < a1, a2, · · · , an > is contained in another sequence
< b1, b2, · · · , bm >, if i1 < i2 < · · · < in such that a1 ⊆ bi1, a2 ⊆ bi2, · · · , an ⊆ bin.

Example 2.5. The sequence < (3)(6, 7, 9)(7, 9) > is contained in < (2)(3)(6, 7, 8, 9)(7)(7, 9) >, since
(3) ⊆ (3), (6, 7, 9) ⊆ (6, 7, 8, 9), (7, 9) ⊆ (7, 9). However, sequence < (2)(3) > is not contained in
sequence < (2, 3) >, since the former sequence means 3 is bought after 2 being bought, while the
latter represents item 2 and 3 being bought together. A sequence is maximal if it is not contained
in any other sequences.

Definition 2.6. Support: a customer support a sequence s if s is contained in the corresponding
customer-sequence, the support of sequence s is defined as the fraction of customers who support
this sequence.

Support(s) =
Number of support customers

Total number of customers
(2.1)

Sequential pattern mining is the process of extracting certain sequential patterns whose support
exceeds a predefined minimal support threshold. Since the number of sequences can be very large
and users have different interests and requirements, to get the most interesting sequential patterns,
usually a minimum support is pre-defined by users. By using the minimum support we can prune
out those sequential patterns of no interest, consequently make the mining process more efficient.

Note that items are processed using a binary evaluation – present or not present.

3. Constrained sequential pattern

In most of real world problems, especially pattern study for managerial decision support, it is
important to impose time interval constraint in the sequential pattern mining task. Mining complete
set of sequential patterns is not always effective or efficient. Efficiency and effectiveness can be
improved by focusing only on interesting patterns. Also with pushing constraint in the algorithm,
the user can easily retrieve their favorite patterns and the cost of mining patterns from database is
reduced.

We now recall the definition of frequent sequences when handling time constraints [30].
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Definition 3.1. given a user-specified time gap and a time window size (window Size), a data
sequence d = < d1 · · · dm > is said to support a sequence S =< s1 · · · sn > if there exist integers
l1 ≤ u1 < l2 ≤ u2 < · · · < ln ≤ un such that:

1. si is contained in Uui
k=li

dk, 1 ≤ i ≤ n;

2. transaction-time (dui
) - transaction-time (dli) ≤windowsize, 1 ≤ i ≤ n;

3. transaction-time (dli) - transaction-time (dui−1
) >minGap, 2 ≤ i ≤ n;

4. transaction-time (dui
) - transaction-time (dli−1

) ≤maxGap, 2 ≤ i ≤ n.

Example 3.2. Let us now consider the sequence S =< (a, b, c, d)(e, f, g) > and time constraints
specified as windowSize=3 and minGap=0 and maxGap=5, l1 = 1, u1 = 2, l2 = 3 and u2 = 5 (see
Figure 1). Products a, b, c and d are bought in time span 1 to 2 and products e, f and g are bought
in time span 3 to 5.

Figure 1: Illustration of the time constraints

The time-gap constraints confine the time interval between two adjacent elements to a reasonable
period while the sliding time window constraint permits elements of a pattern to span a set of
transactions within a user-specified window.

Mining sequences with time constraints allows a more flexible handling of the transactions, insofar
as the end user is provided with the following advantages:

• To group together itemsets when their transaction times are rather close via the window Size
constraint. For example, it does not matter if itemsets in a sequential pattern were present
in two different transactions, as long as the transaction times of those transactions are within
some small window.

• To regard itemsets as too close or distant to appear in the same frequent sequence with time
gap constraint. For example, the end user probably does not care if a client bought ‘Star Wars
Episode IV’ followed by ‘Star Wars Episode III’ two years later. [30]
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4. Fuzzy Sequential Patterns

In order to mine fuzzy sequential patterns, the universe of each quantitative item is partitioned
into several fuzzy sets.

Definition 4.1. A fuzzy item is the association of one item and one corresponding fuzzy set. It is
denoted by [x, a] where x is the item (also called attribute) and a is the associated fuzzy set.

Example 4.2. [milk, lot] is a fuzzy item where lot is a fuzzy set defined by a membership function
on the quantity universe of the possible values of the item milk.

Definition 4.3. A fuzzy itemset is a set of fuzzy items. It can be denoted as a pair of sets (set of
items, set of fuzzy sets associated to each item) or as a list of fuzzy items.

We will note: (X,A) = ([x1, a1], · · · , [xp, ap]) where X is a set of items, A a set of corresponding
fuzzy sets and [xi, ai] are fuzzy items.

Example 4.4. (X,A) = ([milk, lot][butter, little]) is a fuzzy itemset and can be also denoted by
((milk, lot)( butter, little)).
One fuzzy itemset contains only one fuzzy item related to one single attribute. For example, the
fuzzy itemset([milk, lot][milk,little]) is not a valid fuzzy itemset because it contains twice the attribute
milk.

Definition 4.5. A g-k-sequence S =< s1 · · · sg > is a sequence constituted by g fuzzy itemsets
s = (X,A) grouping together k fuzzy items [x, a].

Example 4.6. The sequence < ([milk, little][butter, lot]) ([cheese,lot]) > groups together 3 fuzzy
items into 2 itemsets. It is a fuzzy 2− 3−sequence.

Definition 4.7. The frequency of a fuzzy itemset is computed as the number of objects supporting
this fuzzy itemset compared to the total number of objects in the database:

Freq(X,A) =

∑
o∈O[F (o, (X,A))]

|O|
, (4.1)

where the frequency Degree Freq(X, A) shows whether the object o supports the fuzzy itemset (X,A)
or not. O is representation of entire objects in database [11].

5. The proposed constrained fuzzy sequential pattern

The combination of time constraint in sequential pattern mining approach and the capability of
fuzzy sequential pattern in quantitative data are taken into account. To considering time of accruing
items, time sliding window and time gap constraints are entered in the proposed algorithm. Mining
sequence are efficiently with pushing time sliding window and time gap constraints. In proposed
algorithm a fuzzy function is considered for time constraints. The time is spanned by fuzzifying and
the best membership Degree of item is searched by the algorithm.

Based on this, a novel algorithm is proposed that is described in Subsection 5.1. With fuzzy
membership function for time constraints not only we will be able to process quantity data but also
prevent from deleting efficient sequences and generate relevant patterns based on the defined time
constraint.
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Definition 5.1. The item and itemset concepts have been redefined relative to classical sequential
patterns.

Itemset: one or more items with the same time stamp

curIS: current Itemset which is processed

curItem: current Item of Itemset

gS: (goal sequence) sequence contains one or more Itemset

T: fuzzified transactions set

FSW: Fuzzy Sliding Window

Win: sliding window membership function

wS: sliding window span

FG: fuzzy time gap

gap: time gap membership function

found: membership Degrees of goal sequence

5.1. The proposed constrained fuzzy sequential pattern mining algorithm

First, the values of transactions are fuzzified by the membership functions defined by user. This
process will be done for each quantity of items in transaction set. Then various sequences are
generated and searched in each transaction. The proposed algorithm searches goal sequence based
on fuzzy sliding window and fuzzy time gap shown in Figure 2 and the best sequence must be
found based on three indexes: membership Degree of item, membership Degree of sliding window
and membership Degree of time gap. But choosing best sequence with three indexes is not easy.
So, for choosing best solution, one method of Multiple Attribute Decision Making (MADM) called
TOPSIS [1] is used. Algorithm searches all customers and average of fuzzy membership Degrees of
each customer is computed, then sequence support is achieved.

The novel proposed algorithm is made from three smaller algorithms called FindConstTotallySeq
algorithm, FindTotallyIS algorithm and Optimization algorithm. Also TOSIS method is used in
FindTotallyIS algorithm. For better description, this paper is structured as follows: Section 5.1.1
presents an introduction to Find Const Totally Seq algorithm, FindTotallyIS algorithm is described
in Section 5.1.2, while Section 5.1.3 reviews TOPSIS method and Optimization algorithm is described
in Section 5.1.4.

5.1.1. Find Const Totally Seq algorithm

The algorithm gets goal sequence as input and searches it in a fuzzy transaction set and produces
various paths, then with FindConstTotallyIS algorithm and pushing fuzzy sliding window constraint
and time gap constraint, useful patterns are retrieved. Inefficient paths would be deleted by Opti-
mization algorithm. Finally the best goal sequence (based on the fuzzy membership Degree) in the
transaction is found and the fuzzy membership Degree is retrieved as output.
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Input: gS, candidate g-k -sequence;
R, record set to run;

Output: m, frequency Degree of the best gS representation instantiated in the record set R;

Paths: list of paths → (seq, curIS, curDeg);
ND, list of found;
Itemset(s) memDeg, fwinDeg, gapDeg ;
W, attribute weight for TOPSIS ;

Paths← Path(∅, gS.first, 0);
For each r ∈ R do

For each pth ∈ Paths, not updated at r do
If (pth not closed) Then

cIS ← FindTotallyIS (pth.preIS, gS );
If (not empty cIS ) Then

pth.curDeg← pth.curDeg T[x,a] ∈ pth.curIS αa(r[x]);
Update (pth);

End If
End If
For j from 2 to pth. curIS– 1do
cIS ← FindTotallyIS (gS.get(j ));
If (not emptycIS ) Then

npth.curIS ← gS.get(j );
ND [1 ] = [pth.curIS.memDeg, pth.curIS.FSWDge, pth curIS.FGDeg ];
ND [2 ] = cIS.memDeg, cIS.FSWDge, cIS.FGDeg ;
If(TOPSIS (ND,W ) = 2 Then

For I from 1 to j -1 do
npth.seq ← npth.seq gS.get(i);
npth.curDeg← npth.curDeg pth.curDeg ;

End For
npth.curDeg ← npth.curDeg T[x,a] (gS.get(j )(a(r[x]);
Paths ← Paths ∪ Update(npth);

End If
End If

End For
End For
If ((gS.first∈ r)&(not(FirstPass)) Then

pth← Path(∅, gS.first, T[x,a] (pth.first (a(r[x]);
Paths← Paths∪ pth;
Update(pth);

End If
Paths. Optimize();
End For
For each pathpthPath s do

If (pth not closed) Then
delete(pth);

End If
End For
m← Agg (pth.curDeg);
return m;
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5.1.2. Find Totallyis algorithm

This algorithm gives an itemset as input and searches each its items in the given fuzzified sliding window.
Because searching is in several transactions more than one item is retrieved, so more than one itemset as
the same as goal itemset present in sliding window. We consider three fuzzy membership Degrees for
each itemset: first is the fuzzy membership Degree of items that is minimum fuzzy membership Degree of
items in itemset and second is the fuzzy membership Degree of transaction in FSW that is minimum fuzzy
membership Degree of transactions which items of itemset is found in it and finally fuzzy membership Degree
of time gap that is difference between time of current itemset and time of last itemset in gap membership
function. Therefore all of the itemset should be considered and best item should be chose based on these
three parameters. Therefore we confront MADM. In this algorithm one of the methods of MADM called
TOPSIS is used. With computation of closeness of each itemsets to ideal solution can get better itemset
based on defined indexes and this closeness will be returned.

Furthermore if fuzzy membership of found itemset in time gap membership function is not greater than
zero because of long time duration with last itemset, current itemset could not be as result and is deleted.
If there is not any itemset, the path will not be continued.

Input: gS, candidate g-k -sequence;
curIS, current Item Set
R, record set to run

Output: selectedIS, selected Item Set

FIS, list of Itemset and its Degrees
ND, list of found Itemset(s) memDeg, fwinDeg, gapDeg
W, attribute weight for TOPSIS

FIS← {fIS | (fIS∈ FSW, fIS∈ FG, fIS.memDeg> ω)}; i=1;
Foreach fIS ∈ FIS do

ND [i ] = [fIS.memDeg, fIS.FSWDge, fIS.FGDeg ];
i ++;

End For
SelectedIS =FIS Topsis(ND, W )];

Return selected IS ;

5.1.3. TOPSIS Method

TOPSIS (Technique for Order Preference by Similarity to Ideal Solution) is one of the useful Multi Attribute
Decision making techniques that are very simple and easy to implement, so that it is used when the user prefers a
simpler weighting approach. The method is calculated as follows:

Input: ND, list of found Itemset(s) memDeg, fwinDeg, gapDeg ;
W, attribute weight for TOPSIS ;

Output: top, best;

WNN← diagonal of W ;

V = ND.Wn×n =

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
V11 · · · V1j · · · V1n

...
...

...
...

...
Vm1 · · · Vmj · · · Vmn

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ ,
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A+ = {(max
i
Vij |j ∈ J), (min

i
Vij |j ∈ J

′
)|i = 1, 2, ,m} = {V +

1 , V
+
2 , , V

+
j , , V

+
n , },

A− = {
(

min
i
Vijj ∈ J

)
, (max

i
Vij |j ∈ J

′
), |i = 1, 2, ,m} = {V −1 , V

−
2 , , V

−
j , , V

−
n , },

di+ = {
n∑

j=1

(
Vij − V +

j

)2
}
0.5

; i = 1, 2, ,m,

di− = {
n∑

j=1

(
Vij − V −j

)2
}
0.5

; i = 1, 2, ,m,

cli+ =
di−

(di+ + di−)
; 0 ≤ cli+ ≤ 1 ; i = 1, 2, ,m,

max = cl1;
top = 1;
For i=1 to m do

If (cli>max ) Then
max = cli;
top = i ;

End If
End For
Return top;

5.1.4. Optimization algorithm

This algorithm gives paths as input and search. Then every path which their curIS is equal, with TOPSIS method
and comparison of current membership Degree, the path which its closeness to ideal solution is more is kept and delete
other paths.

Input: Paths, list of paths to reduce

For each pth∈Paths do
While (Paths.hasnext()) do

pth’←Paths.next();
If (pth’.curIS=pth.curIS ) Then

ND [1] = [pth.memDeg, pth.FWINDge,pth.FGapDeg ];
ND [2] = [pth’.memDeg, pth’.FWINDge, pth’.FGapDeg ];
top= TOPSIS (ND,W );
If (top = 1) Then

delete(pth’ );
Else

delete(pth);
End If

End If
End While

End For

Example 5.2. An example is considered in this section to understand how the proposed algorithm worked. Consider
the dataset given by Table 2. Fuzzified data are shown in Table 3 based on given membership function for the items
in Fig. 1. The proposed algorithm has been run for the given data, as well as the sliding window and time gap
membership functions shown in Fig. 2. The search approach based on proposed algorithm is given in Table 4.
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Table 2: data related to transactions of customers

Customer Transaction Milk Butter Cheese Pencil Eraser Date
1 0 3 2 4 2 2

C1 2 1 2 2 2 1 16
3 2 0 1 0 1 22
1 3 1 1 2 4 1
2 5 3 4 3 2 4

C2 3 1 1 5 4 2 19
4 4 4 1 3 4 23
5 1 2 3 1 2 25
1 1 1 0 2 1 4
2 4 0 1 0 0 11

C2 3 0 0 3 0 2 18
4 2 1 4 1 0 22
5 2 0 2 3 1 28

Figure 2: membership functions of items
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Table 3: fuzzified data related to transactions of customer C2

Milk Butter Cheese Pencil Eraser
Transaction li m L li L li m L F L f L Date
1 0 0.5 0.5 1 0 1 0 0 0.667 0.333 0 1 1
2 0 0 1 0.333 0667 0 0.5 0.5 0.333 0.667 0.5 0.5 4
3 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 0.5 0.5 19
4 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0.333 0.667 0 1 23
5 1 0 0 0.667 0.333 0 1 0 1 0 0.5 0.5 25

Figure 3: membership function related to sliding window and time gap

Sliding window span is given as 2 and gap length is given as 10 and their fuzzy membership functions are considered
as shown in Figure 3.

Assumption: ω = 0.20, gS=< ([Milk Lot],[Butter little])([Milk little])>, path1 :(∅ , < ([Milk Lot], [Butter little])>,
0, 0, 0), Attributes = {item membership Degree in transaction, transaction membership Degree in FSW, trans-

action membership Degree in FG }, W = {1

3
,

1

3
,

1

3
}

TOPSIS: As it is seen four itemsets are found in current step of sliding window in Table 3. For achieving best
itemset, TOPSIS method is done. itemsets are ordered with computed cli+and the result is:< ([T2: Milk
Lot], [T1: Butter little])>, itemDeg : 1,winDeg : 0.667, gapDeg : —. This solution is chosen as best one and is
added to path. The chosen itemset is shown bold at each step. For illustration the relation of each product to
transactions, T symbol is used. For instance [T2: Milk Lot] means Milk is bought in transaction 2.

Output: Chosen path: Path3 :( <([T4: Milk Lot], [T3: Butter little]), ([T5: Milk little])>,∅, 1, 0.667, 1), Output of
FindTotallySeq algorithm: (1, 0.667, 1).

This algorithm is run for the entire customers in the database. Then the support of goal sequence will be computed
by Equation (4.1).
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Table 4: search approach of goal sequence based on proposed algorithm
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6. Experimental result

6.1. Experiments on a real dataset

For experiments, 452 transactions of 45 customers are considered. The novel algorithm is com-
pared to two different algorithms. TotallyFuzzy [11] and Totally Fuzzy-FSW [38] are used for compar-
ison. The number of frequent sequences is computed for minSupp{0.6, 0.7, 0.8, 0.9, 1.0} according to
the primary condition given in Table 5. It is expected that more increase in minSupp, more decrease
in the number of frequent sequences, as shown in Figure3.

Table 5: assumption data for running the algorithm

algorithm ω Sliding Window Size Sliding Window fuzzy part Size Gap Size Gap fuzzy part Size

TotallyFuzzy 0.5 - - - -
TotallyFuzzy-FSW 0.5 2 3 - -
TotallyFuzzy-FSW-FG 0.5 2 3 10 3

As expected, the number of frequent sequences of all the algorithms decreases when the sup-
port is increased. Also it shows that TotallyFuzzy definitely extracts less frequent sequences than
TotallyFuzzy-FSW. This is due to the fuzzy sliding window constraint. In fact, the proposed fuzzy al-
gorithm, finds more relevant sequences. So the number of frequent sequences is necessarily increased
compared to Totally Fuzzy. More sequences can be recovered by Totally Fuzzy-FSW-FG.

The runtime of the algorithms is shown in Figure 4. As expected, the runtime of mining the
frequent sequences for all the algorithms decrease when the support is increased. Also it shows that
runtime of Totally Fuzzy definitely is less than Totally Fuzzy-FSW. This is due to the fuzzy sliding
window constraint. In fact, Totally Fuzzy-FSW, finds more relevant sequences, while its runtime
increases. Obviously the number of frequent sequences and runtime will be increased by adding Gap
constraint, thus runtime of Totally Fuzzy-FSW-FG is more than TotallyFuzzy-FSW. Therefore the
penalty of achieving more relevant patterns is paying time.

For Figures 5 and 6, Table 6 is considered and TotallyFuzzy-FSW-FG algorithm has been run.

Table 6: Values of parameters for primary setting

ω 0.5
minSupp 0.8

SlidingWindow fuzzy part 3
Gap 10

Gap fuzzy part 3

Figure 5 shows the number of frequent sequences for Totally Fuzzy-FSW-FG algorithm and in
Figure 6, runtime of frequent sequences according to the length of Sliding Window is considered.
As expected, the runtime and the number of frequent sequences of the algorithm increase when the
length of sliding window is increased. But depend on order of transactions in database; complete
ascendant manner may not be achieved.

TotallyFuzzy-FSW-FG has been run with information of Table 5 instead of consideration sliding
window=2 and the result is shown in Figure 7 and Figure 8. In these diagrams the different number
of frequent sequences and runtime are shown when the length of fuzzy part of sliding window is
increased. As expected, the number of frequent sequences and runtime increases when the length of
fuzzy part of sliding window is increased. But depend on order of transactions in database; complete
ascendant manner may not be achieved.
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Figure 4: Number of frequent sequences according to minSupp

Figure 5: Runtime according to minSupp

Figure 6: Number of frequent sequences according to the length of Sliding Window
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Figure 7: Runtime according to the length of Sliding Window

Figure 8: Number of frequent sequences according to the length of fuzzy part of Sliding Window

Figure 9: Runtime according to the length of Sliding Window
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7. Conclusions

In this paper we proposed constrained fuzzy sequential pattern mining. In the proposed algorithm,
sliding window constraint and time gap constraints are applied and a simple fuzzy version of these
constraints are used and it was shown effectiveness of the proposed method which prevented from
deleting efficient sequences. The algorithm takes into account event time and optimizes search process
with fuzzification. Thus patterns which match the defined time constraints will be retrieved. The
proposed algorithm works well in data mining for quantitative values; it is promising to be able to
include other constraint retrieve useful patterns.
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